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with a focus on Winchester - Part 1
One of the great ironies of Henry III’s reign (r. 1216-1272) is that whilst the king was one of England’s
most prodigious, generous and active of royal artistic patrons, hardly anything tangible remains
today that expresses and illustrates his architectural tastes, artistic culture, and building innovations,
including some developments in royal domestic planning.
This is particularly disappointing as the detailed documentation that has been preserved through
the various thirteenth-century calendared ‘Rolls’ is highly illuminating and instructive. This
documentation suggests that Henry was passionate about art, with an intense intellectual and
hands-on involvement in day-to-day decisions and ideas concerning the development of the
buildings he was intimately involved with - where he spent most of his time. Figures in brackets
highlight the approximate amount of money spent on them: Windsor (£15,000 +), Tower of London
(£9,683), Winchester (£9,655), Palace of Westminster (up to 1245, £7,000), Dover (£7,500),
Clarendon (£3,600), and Woodstock (£3,300). (Figures from Brindle 2018, 63). He also spent £3,600
on the new site of Montgomery castle between 1223 and 1228 (Knight 2004). Most of his work on
these castles and palaces are now fragmentary, but what remains at both Winchester and Windsor,
and the elements of a few other castles or palaces, is a palimpsest, allowing us to glimpse, a limited
extent, what ‘Early English’ treasures have been lost.

Henry III, one of the most art-loving monarchs
that has ever reigned over England, inherited
from his father, King John, a fluctuating estate
of about 80 residential buildings, namely
approximately 57 castles and 22 unfortified
palaces, manor houses and hunting lodges (a
full list is outlined in Appendix A). His reign
extended for 40, initially peaceful years, dating
from his assumption of true executive kingship
in 1227, to the eventual delegation of powers
to his son, Edward I, in 1267.
Henry’s formative years: Great Halls
The year 2020 marks 800 years since the
‘translation’ of St. Thomas Becket: the removal
of his remains from his tomb in the crypt at
Canterbury to a glittering new shrine in the
Trinity Chapel on 7th July 1220, the shrine
designed and project-managed by Master Elias
of Dereham (c. 1165-1245). The ‘translation’ was
a major national and international event. The
young king, then only 13, was present at the
festivities held in the newly completed Great Hall
of the Archbishop of Canterbury’s Palace in
Canterbury. The host and chief architect of the
event was Archbishop Stephen Langton (11501228), and other dignitaries that took part in the
celebration included the chief justiciar Hubert de
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Burgh (1170-1243); Peter des Roches (d. 1238),
Bishop of Winchester, Henry’s influential
guardian; Pandolf, the papal legate; the
archbishop of Rheims, and many high ranking
ecclesiastics from all over England and Europe
(Eales 1993; Reames 2005). Young Henry would
have been overawed by the occasion, and deeply
impressed by the spectacular and monumental
size and richness of the newly-finished Great Hall.
The Canterbury ground-floor aisled hall was
second only to Westminster Hall in its monumental scale, which, from excavation in the
1980s, revealed its true size and ambition
(Rady et al. 1991). The hall was nearly 200ft
(61m) in length externally, with eight bays,
each bay having magnificent buttressed transverse gablets, with long transomed windows
and quatrefoil lights above. In each gablet apex
a circular window or roundel contained a
separate quatrefoil (or quadrilobe - see fig. 1
& caption). Internally, the hall measured 165ft
by 64ft (50m x 19.5m), and had piers, or pillars,
made up of clusters of nine slender shafts of
Purbeck marble set on nine diamond-shaped
bases. At the east end was the dais. On the
north facade at the west end there was a large
two-storey porch and a detached Great Kitchen
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Fig.1. The Archbishop’s Palace, Canterbury. The Great Hall, as it may have looked, shortly after it
was built, probably finished by 1220. From the Outer Court, viewed from the north. Reconstruction by
John Bowen, for the Canterbury Archaeological Trust (JBAA CXLIV (1991).The gablet heads are shown
with a rotated quadrilobe, based on archaeological evidence (Rady et al, 1991, figs. 17, 18). This form, with
the lobes not at the top and bottom but are, as it were, turned to the diagonal, is of French origin (probably
Rheims, Chartres, Amiens) It is present at Lincoln cathedral (St. Hugh’s choir, triforium, north side, 1192-12),
and may have been in the roundels at Winchester. It is known, technically, as a cross-quarter.

beyond. Beyond the east gable, excavations
revealed a large and contemporary vaulted
ground-floor undercroft, probably supporting a
solar/great chamber above (figs. 1 and 2).
According to Tim Tatton-Brown (1991 6), it is
very likely that the Chancellor and Archbishop
Hubert Walter’s (1160-1205) senior clerk,
Master Elias of Dereham, was directly involved
with the Canterbury work, though there is no
supporting documentary evidence. Elias was,
in 1205, one of Walter’s executors and is credited as one of the two ‘incomparable artificers’
of the shrine of Thomas Becket, as noted
above.¹ It was Bishop Peter des Roches who
initiated the work for the Winchester hall,² but
additionally, in the 1230s, Elias was directly in
charge of Henry III’s works when the roof of the
new Great Hall was being built. The Winchester
hall, described by Pevsner as ‘the finest medieval hall in England after Westminster’ (Pevsner 1970, 695), is a smaller and less elaborate
building than Canterbury. It is, however, by far
the nearest parallel to the archbishop’s Great
Hall, though there were probably many other
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Fig. 2. Plan of the aisled Canterbury Great Hall
with kitchen and principal entrance to the north at
the west end and the solar to the east. A possible
spiral stair led to the first floor over the porch.

halls, now destroyed, which emulated that of
the archbishop. For example, a Close Roll of
April 1243 mentions new work at Dublin castle,
which was to be built containing a hall ‘one
hundred feet in length and eighty feet in
width’, with sufficient windows and glass casements, after the fashion of the hall at Canterbury (see below).³ There is no doubt that Henry
had been deeply impressed by what he had
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Fig. 3. Montgomery castle (1223-26 and later). Plan (inner bailey only) from the Blue guidebook,
Dept of Environment, 1975. The ridge-top site limited the scope for laying out the ideal form, but
the detail highlighted the rapid changes and innovations that were taking place in the 13th century,
including sophisticated twin-towered gatehouses.
There are traces of a berm around the outside of the inner ward curtain and there may have been a
mantlet to defend it. This could be an early example of a planned concentric defence as seen later at the
Tower of London and Dover, and an early use of the term ‘donjon’ to define the whole of the Inner Ward.

Formative years: castles and military planning

seen at Canterbury and the king / Peter des
Roches, engaged the services of Elias, the
‘incomparable artificer’ (‘artifex’ - described as
such by Matthew Paris - Historia Anglorum, II
242),⁴ to mirror its modern French Gothicinspired features at Winchester in a similar
format and layout (from 1222-36).⁵
Scholars have recently debated whether or not
Elias should be considered the medieval equivalent of an ‘architect’ as well as a project manager. Recently the view of him as something like
a supervising architect has regained strength,
and at the very least was, in Paul Binski’s words
‘a favoured guru of good building’.⁶ Winchester’s
innovations and other thirteenth-century great
halls will be described in further detail in succeeding sections - including great halls at Clarendon, Windsor, Tintagel, and Dublin, along with
their wider context.
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

In 1223, the royal army, fighting Llywelyn ap
Iorwerth, arrived at Montgomery on 30th
September, on the eve of Henry’s 16th birthday, who, though still in his ‘minority’, travelled with the army. Historian Matthew Paris
states that it was here that the king was
shown, by the Justiciar Hubert de Burgh, ‘a
suitable spot for the erection of an impregnable
castle’ on the high rock a mile south of Hen
Domen (Chronica Majora, vol. III, 64). Once the
decision had been made, no time was lost, and
over £2,000 was spent on the castle in 122426, (fig. 3). At Deganwy, Montgomery, and
Beeston, the term ‘donjon’ (dungeo) was
applied to the whole of the Inner Ward rather
than just one of the castle’s specific towers,
(also true of Carmarthen in 1275),⁷ and a
matter later relevant to Winchester. Hence,
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Fig. 4. The Wakefield Tower, Tower of London,
c. 1223+. An important strategic and defensive
corner or angle tower when built.

Fig. 5 Wakefield Tower. Plinth mouldings which
are identical to the North Apex (angle) Tower,
at Winchester castle, built at the same time.

here begins Henry III’s initiation into the art or
science of defence and castle building. De Burgh
was also directly involved in the powerful, commanding, west curtain at Windsor (Guy 201920), but by 1227 or 1233 at the very latest,
Henry became his own man, asserting his style
and preferences. Whilst much money was lavished on domestic comforts within existing
castles, refortifying was not neglected, and early
important works were initiated by Henry’s
guardians - influential and experienced men.
Defence spending was high at the Tower of
London; Dover, Bamburgh (all under de Burgh).
Other expenditure covered Pickering, Rochester, Hertford, Lincoln and Devizes, Nottingham,
and Newcastle upon Tyne. At the Tower of
London, where Henry spent nearly £10,000, the
Wakefield Tower (at the time known as the
Blundeville Tower), was built in two phases
between 1220 and c. 1240 (figs 4, 5). It was a

flanking angle-tower at the south-west corner of
the (now) inner ward. It is the largest round
tower in the castle, later forming part of the royal
suite in the contemporary palace buildings, and
included Henry III’s inner or privy chamber at
first-floor level.⁸ Peter Curnow commented: ‘In
a sense, the Wakefield tower was almost the
donjon of Henry III’s Tower of London, at once
strongpoint, principal residence and dominating
feature… It closely resembles those ‘donjons
circulaires’, then so popular in France and particularly favoured by Philip Augustus (1180-1223),
at, for example, Falaise, Gisors, and the Tour de
Coudray at Chinon.’ The Winchester north apex
tower (figs. 6, 9) was very similar in strategic
location, size and function, and just as there were
sally-port tunnels underneath the new Winchester round tower, it also appears from existing
plans that there was a passage link back to the
pre-existing square keep, probably built by Henry
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Fig. 6. Falaise castle - plan. Dictionnaire raisonné
de l’architecture française du XIe au XVIe siècle,
(1856), Viollet-le-Duc. The tour-philippienne
round tower is dated to 1207 along with link to the
petit donjon - and the square keep.

Fig. 7. Winchester castle complex in the north,
lower ward, with a presumed tunnel/covered
access link to the Henry I square keep, of which
only the foundations remain (now buried). Plan
from Portal, 1899.

I in c. 1130 (Biddle, 2000).⁹ The excavator currently dates the demolition of the square keep to
c. 1220, but contemporary sources suggest it may
have survived into the mid- or late-13th century.¹⁰
The principle of linking a fully-functional Norman
keep to a later round tower had been established
at Falaise, France. Here, Philip Augustus built a
‘donjon circulaire’ tower, later called the Talbot
tower, in 1207, (linked to Henry II’s petit donjon
or ‘Lower Keep’, 1180) and then integrated with
part of the Henry I’s keep (grand donjon), following the principle of active defence and assertive
domination. (figs. 6-9).

cal knowledge himself. Artistically, Henry III was
a francophile and an aesthete, and an extravagant, yet tasteful royal connoisseur. He followed
his rival Louis IX (1214-1270) in castle developments,¹³ but his rather intense artistic sensitivities meant he surrounded himself with
individual craftsmen of every kind, sometimes
reflected in various features of castle design. This
enlightened liberality appears to have encouraged masons, painters and glaziers to introduce
more decorative flourishes to what would normally be plain, matter of fact and austere castle
chambers, towers, chamber blocks, and galleries
Henry III continued to heed his military advisors, and never more so after he had married Eleanor
which included his brother, Richard of Cornwall of Provence (1223-1291), in 1236 (see below).
(1209-1272),¹¹ and to develop robust D-shaped,
Castle architectural features 1225-1270
open-backed, or fully circular towers, high curtain-wall defences, concentric layouts, twin-tow- 1. An increased decorative vocabulary
ered residential gatehouses,¹² barbicans and, Winchester today only hints at what may
eventually, quadrangular courtyard donjons. He been, according to Henry’s constant writs,
relied on the well-informed masons of the witnessed through the Liberate Rolls. One
nascent formative king’s works to introduce example is the carved corbel head in the Great
these highly effective defences (Guy, 2019 263). Hall (seen in the south-west corner), c. 1230,
It is doubtful that Henry possessed much techni- (fig. 9). Other examples in the Great Hall are the
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Fig. 8. Looking north into the tunnel that now
descends from the position of the keep. See the
box ( fig. 7). The concrete ring above the entrance
marks out the circumference of the round tower.

Fig. 9. Winchester Great Hall. Corbel with
human head - perhaps of Henry III. Placed in
the SW corner. Behind the Victoria statue, and
may have been moved here from elsewhere.

chamber, might even represent the head of the
king himself, although somewhat mutilated. The
external face of the gate also incorporates what
are thought to be statue niches with trefoiled
heads, perhaps containing religious or secular
icons, fig. 13), a feature rarely seen in England at
A later example of enhanced decoration is the this time apart from the west facades of catheexterior/interior mouldings of the Black Gate drals, for example Wells and Salisbury, and later
,Newcastle upon Tyne (figs. 10-13). The ‘Black incorporated into city gates.¹⁴
Gate’ was added between 1247 and 1250, to The more decorative mouldings also included
form a defensive barbican in front of the earlier vault-corbel terminals and drip mould / label
north gate of the castle. It followed one of Henry stops, such as the appearance of ‘masks’ or
III’s rare journeys to the north of England, an ‘notched heads’, at, for example, Henry III’s
occasion when York castle was also given special works at Rockingham (CSGJ 33, 104-5). Chamfer
treatment and the quatrefoil-shaped Clifford’s stops (usually the bar/scroll and ball /or bullTower was started. At Newcastle, both ‘D- nose type start to appear in the 1220s on door
shaped’ side-chambers along the gate-passage or window jambs) e.g. the Wakefield Tower,
are vaulted with muscular ribs. However, the watergate entrance), although these were not
supporting corbels, from which the ribs spring unique to Henry III, as they are noted at King
are far from plain. They are playfully decorative John’s Corfe Gloriette c. 1205, and at other
with ‘grotesque’- type human heads and annular non-royal castles in the late 12th / early 13th
rings, one of which, the crown corbel in the south centuries e.g. Conisbrough and Grosmont.
triple-terminal heads for the corbels that
support the responds for the aisle arcades at the
gable ends (if, indeed they are actually thirteenth century); the iconographic explanation
of these figurative heads currently remains
unexplained (below, and note 40).
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Figs. 10-12. Plan of the Black Gate c. 1250 (Sidney Toy) and two of the corbels in the south chamber or
Porter’s lodge that highlight the decorative elements. The representation of the object in fig. 12 appears
to be a kind of grotesque gargoyle-like object sticking out a tongue. It may refer to a Satan, who was
often depicted sticking out his tongue. But it could as well refer to traitors, heretics, and blasphemers. It
is a symbol of refusal - that it should keep evil away.
BELOW: Right: Fig. 13. The two niches that probably contained elaborate sculpted figures suggest an
early interest by Henry III in the iconographic symbols of power and kingship. It may have been inspired
by Henry’s friendship and alliance with his brother-in-law, the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II.
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Fig. 14. This is a remarkable view of a King with his master mason, giving his instructions to be passed on
to the workmen, engaged on the building on the right. The King could well be Henry III, although the drawing
may be a 14th century insertion into a 13th century manuscript. It is from Cotton MS. Nero D. I, f. 23v, in
the British Museum.
The manuscript consists of the ‘Lives of the two Offas’, by Matthew Paris, dated to 1250-59. It is an
important view of building processes in the later 13th century, showing the difference in status between
the Master (mason) (with his mantle, long tunic, square and giant setting out compasses) and the
artisans with their simple short tunics. The King appears to be discussing some aspect of the building
with the mason, perhaps wanting to make a change.
The mason-hewers both use double-headed axes, though the man on the right is dressing a plain ashlar
and the carver on the left works at a foliated capital. In the centre right, two labourers operate the
windlass to draw up hewn stones in a basket, whilst above two setters are engaged on the wall-top,
one using a plumb to test the course for true level. The ladder consists of a single pole with battens
nailed across it. Only the King and the hewers wear gloves though one would expect the setters also
to do so, saving their hands from the sharp edges.
● From Montgomery onwards (1220s) Henry

2. Castle gatehouse advances / innovations

III’s gatehouses incorporated residential
accommodation on the first or second
floors, and, in theory, with their rear
entrances barred with inward closing
gates, there was therefore a means of
isolating themselves from the rest of the
castle - CSGJ 29 176. See also CSGJ 33
106-107. Gatehouses of this Henry III type
rarely included spiral stairs (e. g. Corfe,
Nottingham, Newcastle on Tyne barbican) and were mainly accessed via
curtain wall-walks.

● Rounded (½ round) portcullis grooves from

about 1235-40 – continuing into the 14th
century. See CSG Journal 29 for a list (Table
4, p. 161) up to the 1260s, and pp. 174-175
for a discussion of its efficacy (under: Fashion
statement or Improvement?)
● Vaulted gate-passages with strong transverse

ribs, for example Corfe Upper Gate, c. 1250s
- CSGJ 29 275. Introduction of high outer
gate-arch to accommodate the machicolation
in front of the portcullis. These improvements
continued under Edward I.
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Fig. 16. Winchester Great Hall. Door jamb, Fig. 17. Wakefield Tower, Tower of London,
north wall. Chamfer stop bar (or scroll) and ball watergate, c. 1225) with a similar chamfer stop
to Winchester.
c. 1225.

segregating royal personal private space - see
* Curtain-tower floor vaulting, normally at Winchester discussion below.
ground floor level - CSGJ 33 257, e.g. the base- 5. Chapels
ment, Curfew Tower, Windsor 1230s, with The proliferation of castle chapels. The many
some towers at the Tower of London and Liberate Rolls highlight the King’s apparent
probably at Winchester.
piety and his close attention to upgrading and
3. Curtain towers

* D-shaped curtain towers set to either side with
ear turrets - one containing a stairwell e.g. Tower
of London towers - Beauchamp, Devereux,
Martin, Broad Arrow. Mainly of the 1240s, by
Robert of Beverley
4. Outward appearances and planning:
* More discreet waste discharge - boxed latrines
taken to the ground - ditch level (e.g. Windsor
1227-33, the west curtain towers CSGJ 33 241 in
the re-entrant angles).
* Regularly white-washing of prestigious
castles and country palaces, inside and out; e.g.
The White Tower.
* Building covered tresances and pentice passages or walkways to link all domestic buildings
– a precursor to the regularised integrated quadrangular courtyard castles (Winchester discussion below, and fig. 63, Clarendon Palace).
* Separating castle functions into distinct upper
and lower bailey operations as per Windsor,
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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decorating and integrating chapels. He inherited at least 50, and built at least 18 more.¹⁵
Winchester is known to have had four standalone chapels, many added to or refurbished
after his marriage to Eleanor and linked by
pentice or tresance covered passages.
His brother-in-law was Louis IX (1214-1270) commonly known as St. Louis, but despite
familial ties, nonetheless they were constant
rivals. According to Cooke 1987, Henry III witnessed, and was ‘taken’ (attracted) by the
consecration of the Sainte Chapelle (built 124248) in Paris in 1248; as a result he expressed the
wish to construct a chapel in his principal palace
at Westminster to rival it (St. Stephens). Work
continued for many years under Henry’s successors, and completed around 1297. It is said
that Henry was so enamoured by the Sainte
Chapelle that he wanted to take it home in a
cart,¹⁶ but It may not have been the model for
the Windsor chapel (completed by 1248).
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Fig. 18. John Speed’s map of Hampshire - Winchester and castle, 1610. Speed shows the Upper Ward
as a quadrangular parallelogram. However, the Lower Ward curiously appears to omit the Great
Hall. Inset: View of the castle from the south (cropped).
Inset: A previously unpublished vignette etching in the British Museum, Number: 1982,U.1052;
Description: ‘Prospect of the city of Winchester’. Date: probably mid -17th century prior to complete
dismantling after the Civil War.© 2020 The Trustees of the British Museum. View from south (cropped).

6. Domestic planning - rectangularity
Winchester is a difficult castle to unpick (see
figs. 7, 18, 19), and we eagerly await Martin
Biddle and Beatrice Clayre’s Winchester Studies
6i. perhaps later in the year. What they have
unearthed and written to date is a remarkable
story, following nearly 50 years of detailed
archaeological and documentary analysis. The
site itself has been considerably redeveloped
since the early 1900s and then again in the
1970s, and in certain areas it has allowed only
limited excavation. It has revealed much, but
much remains hidden. The archaeology to date
clearly shows a distinct Upper Bailey to the
castle at the southern end of the ridge in the
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

south-west corner of the city (Ottaway, 2017
287-96). It still remains uncertain when this was
initially curtain-walled, and how early any corner
or angle towers would have been established,
whether in timber or stone. All, or most, of the
original activity from 1067 to the mid-13th
century appears to have been in the northern
sector, or Inner Ward. The towers excavated
that circumscribe what appear to be a very
regular rectangular layout in this Upper Ward
sector are limited to the east curtain facing the
town and are either rounded or D-shaped, and
bear comparison to the earlier rounded Dshaped curtain tower (fig. 19, Tower 2) found
on the eastern side of the castle, just south of
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Fig. 19. Winchester Castle in the time of Henry III (1216-72) North to the right.
Tower locations are approximate and tower symbols not to scale. Clockwise: 1. North Apex Tower
c. 1222. K: Norman keep c. 1130s. H. Great Hall 1223-35. 2. Excavated curtain tower No. 2, just
south of the Great Hall H (within the white rectangle). 3. Possible location of intermediate tower.
4. NE tower Upper Bailey. 5. SE Tower Upper Bailey. 6. SW tower 7. NW tower. G: gatetower to
Upper Bailey. G-G: Main twin-towered gate into castle. The precise form of all towers/gates marked
in white are currently speculative apart from what is known from antiquarian topographical or
documentary sources. The layout of the walls and towers are based on the Fig. 6.13 excavation
plan from Biddle/Clayre as published in Ottaway, 2017, 289. Image © Google Earth Pro.

the Great Hall, and similar in size / diameter to personal private space, complete with hall/dining
the North Apex round tower of the 1220s. (Biddle room and privy kitchen as a kind of ‘Gloriette’
1962-3, AJ vol. 44 190-193, Plate LXV, LXVI).¹⁷
complex comparable to the enclosed and exclusive quadrangular courtyard suite of hall and
A Winchester ‘gloriette’?
The towers along the southern perimeter, to the chamber-blocks built by his father John at Corfe.¹⁸
east and south appear to be either ‘D’-shaped or
fully circular curtain towers of the 1250s period
with enclosed latrine chutes, and are semi-residential (fig. 19). Excavation reports of this area in
the Upper Ward are ‘forthcoming’ and awaited
with interest. The regular quadrangular upper
ward may have been established as a distinct,
reserved area prior to Henry III, but the primary
documentary sources, the Liberate Rolls and
Close Rolls appear to suggest that Henry III had a
plan to re-equip the Upper Ward with new
curtain towers (Towers 4-7) and close it off from
a middle / lower ward with a gatehouse to create
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

As Goodall, (2011, 187) aptly noted: ‘This
[Winchester upper bailey] sounds like a small
Gothic castle set within the wider defences. The
arrangement may have been the inspiration for
such celebrated later buildings as the inner
bailey of Conwy’. It has already been noted
above that the whole bailey became known
collectively, as a complex, collectively as the
‘donjon’. The Winchester plan appears to be the
precursor for many of the later royal Edwardian
castles. It could be a missing element in the
development of quadrangular planning in
English royal secular architecture.¹⁹
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Fig. 20. Looking south along Castle Avenue towards the north elevation of the great hall. The
avenue and the buildings either side were completed in the 1890s to provide a more dignified
approach to the hall, the north entrance of which was relocated and centralised to provide the
visual focus. The view forms the only piece of formal Winchester town planning since King Alfred
laid out the street system in the 9th century.

Winchester - The Great Hall

The Smirke and the Portal accounts are the
most important historically, and the Biddle
brings us up to date. Biddle & Clayre 2000a,
35-42 (revised 2006) has a very useful section
on the Great Hall in the medieval period, and
is valuable in reproducing many of the extant
antiquarian views. Sir William Portal FSA
produced a small visitor’s guidebook in the
early 20th century which had eight reprints up
until 1931 (figs. 21, 23).

The only portions of the castle now remaining
above ground are the Great Hall, the ruins of
a round tower on the north-east side (the
North Apex/Angle tower) and its respective
complex of three subterranean passages
beneath the castle yard (the forecourt area in
front of the Great Hall). The foundations of the
Norman keep, and other buildings, also lay
under the pavers and pavement of this forecourt. (For a good bird’s eye, perspective view The Norman hall and the north facade
of the contemporary layout see Biddle & Like Melville Portal, and all of his contemporarClayre 2000a, 34), (CSGJ 33 227).
ies, it is accepted that an early Norman hall was
The Hall has been subject to much built here in the late 11th century, (c. 1070)
antiquarian and more recent survey and probably by William the Conqueror. It is not
analysis. All are listed in the Bibliography, but recorded, as the Pipe Rolls of the Exchequer
of note are the following: Milner, J., 1798; were not established and formalised until the
Smirke, E., 1845, Portal, Melville., 1899; 1150s. The foundations and hence the whereaBiddle, M., Clayre, B., and Morris, M., 2000b. bouts of this hall have not yet been located, but
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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some documentary evidence suggests that the
Great Hall built by Henry III (1222) may lay
directly on top of the original hall foundations,
albeit somewhat wider and perhaps longer, but
certainly oriented in the same direction, namely
an east-west axis, transverse to the curtain wall,
with perhaps the east gable forming part of the
original wall itself.²⁰ Portal suggested as such
and illustrated how he thought the hall had
developed (fig. 21). In each drawing (II & III) he
shows the north elevation with the correct
original doorways with the service entrance to
the east, and the larger screens passage
entrance to its right. The blocking of these doors
is evident both on the exterior and interior. It
was in the 1780s that the entrance was moved
to the central bay, later aligning with the new
street plan.
However, the Portal Norman plan/elevation for
I remains conjectural and this writer cannot see
any Norman features remaining, contra Portal
who stated:‘the only remaining traces of Norman
work still existing are the jamb and moulding of
a doorway within the Hall, near the easternmost
window of the north wall.’²¹ That is not to say
that a typical Norman hall would be much different to that portrayed in fig. 21 if it was a groundfloor hall. Some of the early Norman halls were
at first-floor level with undercrofts (cf. Chepstow,
Scolland’s Hall Richmond, Grosmont etc), and it
was not until the mid/late-12th century that
ground-floor halls became re-established as the
norm under the influence of Henry of Blois
(Wolvesey, 1130s) and Henry II (cf. Clarendon,
Oakham, Conisbrough).²² Any Norman hall would
have had high round-headed windows, and probably one roof-span extending from wall to wall,
i.e. lacking aisles and arcades, which were
included in the Henry III hall from the start.
One thing that does remain is the fall of the
forecourt ground from west to east, more
obvious on the Norman hall example above, but
still noticeable today. Each of the five bays have
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Fig. 21. Portal’s view of the three main changes
to the great hall. 1. 11/12th century? 2. 1222-35.
3. Gable /roofing modifications in the 1380?s.

round-headed relieving arches at or slightly
below the current ground-floor level (not
shown on fig. 21), suggesting that there is a
sub-basement below the north aisle. The heads
of these basement openings follow the
eastward downhill slope, with their apices at
descending levels. This has not been inspected
below ground, but as there are modern glass
windows within each arch, this basement
appears to have been in use in the Victorian or
Georgian era in connection with Law Court
functions. It would not be unusual for
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1st bay

East

Blocked door
to the Buttery

2nd bay

North door into
screens passage

West

Fig. 22. Portal offers what was probably a fairly accurate view of the original appearance of the
north elevation of the Henry III aisled ground-floor great hall. Five bays with transverse gablet
windows. The two shorter windows are at the ‘low’ east end to allow for entrances and low-roofed
lateral extensions so as not to occlude the light. The form is ‘Early English’ and is very similar to,
but slightly more advanced than, the Archbishop’s great hall at Canterbury, but on a smaller scale.
It is missing the central louvre which would have been over the floor hearth.

basements or undercrofts to have been
included in any medieval hall, even as early as
the 11th century. It may also suggest that the
sub-basement is partial and the arcade piers
in the interior of the hall may be partly
supported by the foundations of the original
Norman walling of the earlier hall.
The stylistic changes that Henry/Peter des
Roches/Elias introduced represent the ‘Early
English’ Gothic style, (c.1180-1270) introduced at Canterbury, Durham, Wells, Lincoln,
and Salisbury cathedrals, the latter under the
direction of Elias of Dereham, a great ‘Gothic’
influencer. The work at Winchester was also
executed under the direction of Elias, for
though Henry of Cerne and Alan of Hertford
are often mentioned in the Rolls, they are
mentioned in the writs (Liberate) as custodes
operationum,or general superintendents.²³
The hall is nearly 120ft (36.5m) in length by
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60ft (18.3m) width externally (a double-cube),
with five bays, each bay once having buttressed transverse gables (or gablets), with
full-length two-light windows (three bays each
north and south elevations); transomed trefoil
windows and quatrefoil lights at the head (fig.
25).²⁴ In addition each gablet apex had a
circular window or oculus containing a separate light (probably a quatrefoil in plate tracery). The gablets were delicately wrought with
rebated colonnette angle- shafts (or nook
shafts) with micro bases and capitals, in the
outer corners supporting (notionally at least)
the gablet-end securing blocks or kneelers.
There are a number of these still embedded
in the wall surface on the south facade, (see
fig. 31), but Portal shows them in situ here on
the north as they would have appeared (figs.
22, 24). The transomed windows rest on a sill
as part of a continuous string-course moulding
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ABOVE: Fig. 23. The north facade of the great hall (right), Winchester. 1915. Looking south-east

towards the original late-19th-century court buildings by T. H. Wyatt (demolished). From a pen
and ink drawing by Sir William Portal. The facade of the hall is as we see it today, with flat corbelled
parapet, stepped buttresses and retro‘Early English’ style entrance porch with multiple orders. The
two windows in bays 1& 2 were made full length to create satisfactory symmetry with bays 4 & 5.
These changes were introduced to the great hall in the 1845-50s period.
BELOW: Figs. 24, 25. Portal’s detail of one of the bay’s gablets with the pair of colonnettes

decoratively supporting the gablet corners. Right: The second bay window (north), now extended
with door below blocked, but with the east colonnette still embedded in the re-faced wall.

Oculus or roundel
in gable apex

colonnettes
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Fig. 26. Great hall and castle yard. From ‘Grose’s Antiquities of England and Wales’, vol. 8, opp.
p. 84. (Published by S. Hooper, 1789, but drawn in 1781). It was then used as the County Hall.
View from the north-east. The door to the buttery /pantry (Bay 2) has been blocked and new wooden
windows with ‘Gothick Revival’ frames added in Bays 1 & 5. An undistinguished entry porch has
been added to Bay 2. On the left the hall gable butts up against a remnant of the east curtain wall,
probably built by Henry II. This short stretch of wall remains partly intact and is subsumed with
the 1970s Law Courts building, designed by the Louis de Soissons Partnership.

that runs through the buttresses to define
the plinth. The plinth is absent on the north
elevation, with its re-facing, but remains on the
south facade. The cross-gablets remained in
place until the mid-late 14th century, but the
mouldings for the single round windows (oculi)
were salvaged and placed into the interior walls
either side of the windows. One of them can be
seen inserted in the west end of the north
facade in the Grose drawing above. In addition
a straight eaves course, or cornice line was
created. The present north doorway, centralised
in a totally un-medieval way, dates from 1845
(fig. 27).²⁵ Mouldings and jambs for the original
doorways survive partially on the exterior, and
more fully on the interiors, placed where one
would expect at the ‘low’ east service end. The
smaller doorway (hidden by the porch), led out
to the transverse buttery and pantry on the
north, and an equivalent door on the south led
to the Great Kitchen - an unusual planning split
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

as a consequence of the east gable of the hall
forming part of the east curtain wall (but similar
to Canterbury (fig. 2).
The two-light windows with transoms
Transoms are rarely seen in any church or
cathedral windows, but became popular in
prestigious secular buildings only from the
thirteenth century. They split the long two-light
windows into four or exceptionally into six
sections (with two transoms). In fact, the Winchester examples may be the first in England to
have been installed, that still remain in place;
(Canterbury Great Hall were probably the first
examples). The high-status double-height Great
Halls were the ideal location for these long
windows 20ft (6.m) high x 6ft (1.83m) wide,
where considerable amounts of glass, scarcely
available in England, could be installed, a privilege unique to royals and aristocrats. The late
R. K. Morris (Morris, 1998 63-81) suggests that
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Fig. 27. The north elevation of the Great Hall. The over-zealous re-facing has hidden much of the
evidence for the transverse gablets and their associated mouldings. The overstated ‘grandeur, of
the 1850s central entrance in Bay 3 is somewhat misleading as the principal entrance into the Great
Hall was from the south, which doorway remains intact. The original buttresses would have been
only half the height and more like those on the south side.

Winchester is probably the first extant example
of the innovative long-window transoms (via
France) that were taken up in many later
fashionable halls of the nobility (Goodrich,
Chepstow, Acton Burnell, Wells, Caernarfon
etc). Caerphilly appears to have had two transoms per window in the 1320s great hall.
Henry III / Elias copied what he had seen at
Canterbury in 1220 when the hall had just
been completed in time for the celebration of
the ‘translation’ of Thomas Becket’s funeral
remains; (firm evidence for transoms here
exist: see Tatton-Brown 1991). It should also
be noted that Henry was also building a great
hall at the Tower of London at the same time,
c. 1234 (now demolished), and his brother
Richard was also building a very similar hall at
Tintagel in the 1230-40s (see fn. 20). Through
the Liberate Rolls, it is notable that Henry was
always insistent that every window in all the
buildings and chambers at Winchester (and
everywhere else he stayed) had to be glazed
with ‘white glass’, (verinam), by which he
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

probably meant clear (or less opaque) glass,
to let in more light, so it is possible that the
Great Hall windows were eventually fully
glazed, above and below the transom.²⁶ These
great halls usually had raised window seats
and many original seats, on the south interior,
are still in place at Winchester. Having upper
fixed glazing and lower, possibly casement
windows, was concomitant with paired mirrored window seats, whereas chapels and
churches never included window seats; and
the stained glass would have deliberately
prevented people’s minds from wandering off
and being distracted by the world outside. The
innovative introduction of transoms at this
stage was probably more driven by domestic
comfort and convenience - to facilitate the
opening of the lower single casements rather than by large single-glass structural
issues. It became a structural issue later in the
‘Perpendicular’ period with the really big
cathedral east windows, and transoms were
needed technically for structural stability.
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Fig. 28. The Great Hall from the south. The principal entrance is an original feature as are the
buttresses and windows, though many of the window mouldings are replacements, like for like.
Excavation has established the presence of a now missing significant two-storey porch above the
entrance (see fig 30).

Great Hall - South elevation
It was mentioned earlier that this was the
most prestigious facade as it faced towards
the direction of persons arriving at the castle
via the main gate mid-way along the west
curtain. The main gate was rebuilt in the
1240s as a twin-towered gatehouse with a
spectacular bridge over the massive ditch to
the barbican. The hall porch (now lost) may
have been something similar to that
proposed for Canterbury, with a commodious
room, fireplace and chimney that the King
specified for his own use. Access may have
been via a spiral stair within the porch, or
access from within the hall (see below:
Interiors). This unusual arrangement was
repeated at Henry III’s hall at Dover in the
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Inner Ward near the keep (Brodie and Higgott,
2011, p. 7). This was ordered in 1238-9 when
reference is made to an oratory over the
porch of the New Hall, and the King’s
Chamber at the end of the New Hall is
mentioned.²⁷ So the chamber over the porch
could have been a well-appointed oratory,
but without a latrine.²⁸
At the west end of the hall exterior there appears
to be a blocked-up truncated (reduced height)
entrance into a sub-basement on the south side
(fig. 31). The lower section that now closes the
jambs appears modern. There are no further
basement window lights along the range so it
may be a small undercroft room in the southwest corner. Straight steps down into it may have
started in what is now the Eleanor Garden.
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West

East

Bay 4
Missing upper floor
to porch

Blocked door to a subbasement fig. 31

ABOVE: Fig. 29. Survey drawing of the south facade, with the missing gablets superimposed by
the author. The evidence is embedded in the fabric. Drawing © Hampshire County Council.
BELOW: Left: Fig 30. The artist’s reconstruction of the south porch chamber over the original
vaulted entrance at Canterbury Great Hall. Winchester’s porch, also vaulted at the ground-floor
level may have been similar. Right: Fig. 31. The blocked door into a sub-basement chamber.
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Fig. 32. A close-up of the upper level of the south hall window in Bay 4 (fig. 29). Above the arch
can be seen the outline of the ashlar gablet with the circular oculus infilled. The gablet colonnettes
are also embedded into the wall. The (modern) rectangular chute boxes adjacent are in the location
of the weather-tabling on the flanks of the original gablets acting as rainwater through-off and
follow (and indicate) the original 13th-century roof-pitch. INSET. The jamb chamfers that lead
into the long window nook shafts with their abacus and astragal annular capitals are neatly finished
with elegant bar/scroll stops at both ends.

The Garden(s)
Queen Eleanor’s garden (herbarium), that runs
the whole length of the south front of the hall,
is a product of a 1986 collaboration between
John Harvey (1911-1997) and Sylvia Landsberg.
It is a recreation, but the original is welldocumented in the Liberate Rolls. It is still
well-maintained after 32 years and is named
after two garden-loving queens who would once
have walked on this spot: Eleanor of Provence,
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

wife of Henry III, and her daughter-in-law,
Eleanor of Castile, wife of Edward I. Three or
four separate herbaria are mentioned at
Winchester, not exclusively for just the Queen’s
own enjoyment, but are identified for both king
and queen just as each had their own chapels
and chamber blocks. Ornamental gardens or
‘herbers’ were fitted in where they could in odd
spaces between buildings. Landsberg and
Harvey worked to try to authentically recreate
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Fig. 33. South facade of the hall looking toward
the east and the modern ‘herbarium’ replicating
Eleanor’s narrow strip of garden that includes
a fountain and a rill.

Fig. 34. The principal entrance on the south,
shorn of its protective porch. Two/three orders
of colonnettes with annular ring capitals. The
door may have been widened. (See fig. 49).

a typical garden herber in size and shape, new
exotic plants and features. It was Eleanor of
Castile, who, for example, introduced the
hollyhock in England from Spain. Both of the
Eleanor’s interests in gardens is welldocumented.²⁹

which Portal translates as ‘lists’ (Portal p.
62). It must be the same as the French term
‘lices’, i.e. the narrow strip of ground
between two parallel walls or fences
(thereby the English ‘lists’, as in the tournament) – which may confirm the suggestion
that it means a strip lying between a line of
posts/chains and the hall building itself. In
other words - fencing off and protecting the
garden as noted above.³⁰ Henry’s interests
in ‘herbaria’ developed rapidly upon marriage to a garden-loving queen. In March
28th, 1238, whilst at Marlborough castle,
Henry issued a writ (membrane 10)’ to cause
the king’s dovecot in the castle to be pulled
down; and to cause a herb garden (herbarium) to be made toward the king’s chapel
and the queen’s chapel. Mention is made of
four chapels in addition to private oratories.

In 1238 on November 13th whilst at
Woodstock, Henry III issued the following
writ: (CLR Membrane 26): … ‘And to cause to
be made in the said castle two posts before
the porch (porticum) of the hall, and a chain
for the said posts, and a door at the exit of the
hall towards the king’s chamber and
hoardings (licias) before the entrance to the
hall’. (Vol. 1. p. 350).
The hall’s chains and posts, rather than
hoardings, probably defined or circumscribed what are termed ‘licias’ in the Latin,
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Fig. 35. S & N Buck. Winchester Palace (cropped). The 1683 Palace of Charles II, built by Sir
Christopher Wren on the site of the castle’s upper/middle bailey, much having been pulled down
and cleared to make way for it. The building was never completed and was abandoned by Queen
Anne. However, the Great Hall was not demolished and this rare view of the Great Hall from the
east shows what doors were in place on the south facade in 1733, (Plate 19 in the 9th collection
of Buck’s Antiquities). Government Art Collection Ref GAC 10555 © 2020 Crown Copyright.
Doors: There are three (see fig. 36 below). Furthest left (west) is the Grand Entrance (less porch),
followed by (right) a small door, probably originally within the porch that had a spiral stair to the
upper porch chamber; finally the last large door that led to the kitchens (cf. Canterbury fig. 2).This
backs up the documentary evidence in the Chancery Rolls.
BELOW: Fig. 36: Enlarged (detail) view of the east end of the Great Hall from the 1733 Buck, with

its three doors and half window above. Right: Fig. 37. A similar, but a more simplified view dated
to 1762 is by Hiacinthe Bassinet (a prisoner of war), (detail), from the Royal Collection Trust,
RCIN 917168 © Her Majesty the Queen II 2020). The gable end is walled and it shows a rather
crude impression of a curtain-wall buttress; but it should be noted that the two easternmost doors
have been carefully blocked up leaving the grand entrance with one supporting buttress only.
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Fig. 38.

4
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North

Present forecourt
Ground Plan of Hall (as it appeared in the late 19th century)
Key: A: small blocked doorway (to spiral stair?); B: Principal South entrance C: Sculpted head
corbel. D: Dais; E: Doorway leading to royal chambers? F: Modern (Victorian) entrance that
replaced a long transomed window. G: Jamb to blocked door interior; H: Jamb to a blocked door
to services (pantry and buttery); I: modern inserted double door to Law Courts; J: gable/curtain wall

The Great Hall - Interior
This is the Great Hall where the first Parliaments
of England were held; where Norman and
Angevin kings resided and held court; where
Henry I was married to Maud of Scotland and
their son William Atheling was born; where
Henry III was born, where Arthur, son of Henry
VII was born, and where Henry VIII entertained
the Emperor Charles V.
The hall is built of flint, faced inside and out with
limestone dressings to windows and doorways;
the buttresses and gablets are faced with ashlar,
and the modern open timber truss roof over the
hall is covered with tiles. The hall consists of a
rectangular nave of five bays forming a double
cube, 110ft (33m) x 55ft (16.76m) x 55ft. The
history of this building might have begun in the
12th century rather than the 11th, but whatever
its history, it was radically altered/rebuilt early
in the 13th century with the Purbeck marble
piers and arcades, and the whole covered by a
high-pitched roof with overhanging eaves
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

between lofty transverse gablet windows which
rose directly from the wall face. This disposition
can still be clearly seen on the exterior south
wall where the angle-shafts of the gablets and
parts of the string-course of the roofs between
them are preserved along with the line of
circular oculi in the gables immediately above
the top of the windows (figs. 29, 30). At a
subsequent period c. 1380-90 the walls were
built up between the gablets, whose height
was lowered by the removal of the circular
windows in their heads to the new wall raised
between them.³¹ The wall was surmounted by
a plain parapet supported on a corbel table.
The mouldings for the oculi are clearly visible
on the interior following their repositioning.
At the west gable end of the hall are the
remains of the dais (D), about 4ft. 6in (1.38m)
high, with the famous Round Table above. The
dais is fragmentary, but seems too high,
although this may have been heightened in the
18th century as a podium for the Judge’s seat.
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Fig. 39. Winchester hall, looking west toward ‘Arthur’s Round Table’, and the dais below at the
‘high’ end. The hall dimensions are a double cube 110ft length x 55ft wide x 55ft high (33.5 x
16.76 x 16.76m) to the gable ridge of the roof. The graceful Purbeck column dimensions are 22ft
(6.70m) high (inc. the base). The arch height adds another 14ft (4.27m). Image © P. Burton.

In the right-hand (north-west) corner is an
elegant high-status doorway (E), embellished
with Purbeck marble shafts, leading to the
private apartments of the king and/or queen
to the northwest side of it. It is one of the finest
13th century doorways in any secular building
in Britain (fig. 40). Magnificent well-preserved
limestone ashlar arcades of five pointed twocentered arches of c.1230s are supported upon
lofty Purbeck marble piers (22ft, 6.7m) high
dividing the central portion or nave from the
aisles. The gable end responds of the arcades
are supported on large triple corbels carved as
figures of men/ women in 13th-century dress,
with the figure at the NW being a modern
replacement. (see below). In the north wall are
the five lofty two-light windows; the lower part
of the central one (F) (bay 3) having been cut
away and the Victorian doorway inserted (fig.
47). On the south wall there are four similar
windows. In the north wall are two blocked
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

doorways. The one below the first window (H)
from the east led to the buttery and pantry (bay
1), of which the west jamb may still be seen (fig.
48). The original north doorway (G) was below
the second window from the east (bay 2). Its
position is now occupied by the lower part of
the window which has been carried downwards
to the level of the sills of the more westerly
windows. Only the east jamb of this doorway
with the springer for the segmental pointed
arch remain. (figs. 45, 46). On the south wall,
there were three doors. The first (K) (bay 1), of
which no obvious trace remains, led to the
Great Kitchen (see fig. 36). The principal south
doorway (B) opposite the original north door
still exists (bay 2), though widened to allow the
passage of carts,³² (figs. 49, 50), and a little to
the east of it there is a blocked doorway (A) ,
now a recess, which led, perhaps by a spiral
stair, to a musicians gallery above the east end
of the hall (fig. 51).³³
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Fig. 40. Winchester Great Hall. At the west ‘high end’ of the hall, the north-west door exiting
the hall led to the private chambers / solars of the king and/or queen. This is one of the most
accomplished and elegant doorways ever produced in 13th century Britain, with its Purbeck
marble columns supporting ‘vertical springers’. It appears to date from the late 1230s. The
stairs beyond are modern. There has been considerable repair to the door arch (see fig. 41).
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Door inside Salisbury Cathedral SW corner of the
nave leading to
the cloister. Mid
-13th
century
addition. Springers and mouldings identical to
Winchester
Fig. 41. The condition of the high-status north-west door in the 19th century prior to repair. (From
Portal p. 71). The old and new mouldings can be discerned on fig. 44. A classic example of Henry
III’s vertical (or quirked ) springers rising from the capitals. See also fig. 52.
BELOW: Figs. 42, 43. The north-west door looking back into the hall. On this side the north jamb
(left) has a very pronounced angled chamfer suggesting the door deliberately led out sharply to
the right (that now leads into the gift and ticket office), but perhaps originally to a tresance or
penticed passage leading to residential chambers in the northwest quarter of the lower bailey. On
the right (fig. 43) the arch may have been an entrance to a staircase leading to a first-floor solar.
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Fig. 44. Detail of the elegant south door jamb (cf. fig. 40). Purbeck marble column shaft, annular
capital, and (replacement) stiff-leaf floriated hood-mould stop/terminal. Of note is the combined /
coordinated unity of the ensemble of mouldings and the interesting jamb chamfer stop in the form
of a waterleaf. The vertical springer mouldings are original but some of the roll mouldings above
are renewals.
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Fig. 45. Portal’s drawing of the embedded
jamb of the blocked original north door (G)
from the interior of the hall (Portal p. 47).

Fig. 46. Present condition of the same jamb
of the blocked door (G) (fig. 45) after
blocking and later window insertion.

Fig. 47. The new door of the 1850s Fig. 48. Western jamb of the blocked door (H)
replicating the mouldings of the original on the north leading to the buttery and pantry,
on axis with the east curtain. (Portal p. 48)
(F). It may include fragments of it.
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Fig. 49. The principal south doorway (B) leading
to the porch (now lost) and herbarium. The west
jamb was altered (widened) possibly to allow
entry of wheeled carts - see note 31.

Fig. 50. View of the principal south doorway
(B) as originally installed. From Turner and
Parker, 1851, 176. The hood-mould has stiffleaf floriated stops.
Doors - rear-arches & vertical springers

The personal interest which Henry III took in
architectural and artistic matters is clearly shown
in connection with, for example, door design. It
is noticeable at the Great Hall and elsewhere that
door interiors - notably the rear-arches, rise from
vertical springers in a non-standard manner
particularly favoured by Henry’s masons.³⁴ Coldstream emphasised this point: ‘The characteristic
type of inner window or doorway arch, with a
segmental curve rising from vertical [or quirked]
springers, which recurred often in his buildings,
was imitated at Hereford cathedral,³⁵ and may
reflect his own taste’. (Coldstream 1994 118).
Examples in the Great Hall are: (as marked on
the ground-plan) B, E, F, G, (figs. 45/46; 47;
49/50: 41/44). Other examples are found at
Fig. 51. Small south doorway (A) that may Westminster Hall, Palace and Abbey (fig. 52,
have led to the screens passage gallery over. from Colvin 1963),³⁶ and Arthur’s Hall, Dover.³⁷
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Fig. 52. Doorways built by Henry III’s masons. 1. Westminster Hall - door to the Exchequer chamber.
2. Westminster Abbey, N. Transept. 3. Westminster Palace, Painted Chamber; 4. Winchester, Great
Hall, NW corner door. From Colvin, HKW vol. I, 1963, p. 126. For a full list see Binski, 1986 p. 12, and
plates XXVI, XXX, CXXXI. He adds Salisbury Cathedral (fig. 41 and above). The only other examples
found to date are at Windsor (Brindle, Zodiac Chamber, p. 64) and the Battle Abbey gatehouse, Sussex.

Hall windows on the interior - north

The window jambs edging the reveals are not
continuously roll-moulded from sill to arch, as
usual, but have dual conjoined slender colonnettes supporting the rear-arches by their
mini-capitals.⁴⁰ The inner colonnette is much
smaller than the outer, as is partly observed by
Parker, (fig. 54), although he shows them as
equally-sized twin pairs. An elegant harmonious
reiteration to the clustered-shaft piers.

On the north side the first two transomed
windows are similar, two long cusped and
trefoiled lights with a plain transom and a
quatrefoil piercing through the plate at the
head (bays 4, 5).³⁸ The external stonework is
modern, but the moulded edge rolls with
capitals and bases, and the richly moulded
rear-arches are the work of the 1230s. The
window seats on this side are modern, but are
The west end Gable
copies of the original seats still in place on the
south. The third ‘window’ (fig. 27) over the Secured in the gable at the west end of the hall
present entrance is modern, as is most of the is a round table 17ft. (5.18m) diameter, locally
known as ‘King Arthur’s Round Table’, with a
work of bay 1 & 2 windows on this side.
Tudor rose in the centre and painted radiating
Hall windows on the interior - south
lines dividing into twenty-five parts. Its origin,
The four long windows on the south side are all about which much has been written, is uncertain,
of the same character and detail as those on the but see Biddle 2006b, for a definitive survey. In
north, but they retain more of their 13th-cen- the south-east corner of the south aisle is a
tury work: (20 ft (6m) height x 8ft (2.5m) wide). 13th-century head corbel, possibly carved by
The window seats in the first three windows Elias and which probably supported a wall-piece
(bays 3-5) are original and externally some of of the roof of that period (fig. 9). The high triplethe stonework dates from the 13th century. The lancet windows (fig. 55), similar to the east gable,
seats replicate those originally at Canterbury may have been so positioned to allow for an
and may be the first fixed seats installed in any attached building (solar? cf. Canterbury, fig.1)
along this side.
ground-floor hall in England.³⁹
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Fig. 53. One bay of the hall exterior (north
wall). The blind lancets are a speculative,
erroneous idea trying to understand/explain
the occasional angle-shaft that remain embedded in the wall. From Turner & Parker, 1851.

Fig. 54. The internal side of the same
window as fig. 53. Winchester is one of the
earliest examples of a ground-floor hall
with fixed window seats in the recess (as at
Canterbury) (Turner & Parker, 1851).

The east end Gable
This is effectively the curtain wall end which
accounts for its 9ft 2in (2.8m). thickness. It has
been pierced by modern moulded door arches
in the centre leading to the additional
chambers of the present Law Courts. Above
this are the sets of triple corbels that terminate
the arcade (figs. 56-59),⁴¹ and the triple light
openings - three short uncusped lancets at the
apex which appear above the curtain wall.
They are combined and connected by means
of their hood-moulds and attached shafts.
Portal thought they were much earlier than the
north/south windows, but there is comparable
contemporary work by Elias at Salisbury
cathedral (e.g. east. and west ends of
chapel/nave, c. 1225 and 1245.
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Fig. 55. The stepped triple lancets that light
the east and west gables of the Great Hall,
with close similarities to Elias of Dereham’s
work at Salisbury. It left the west gable clear
on its west side to erect a chamber at first-floor
level which may have had direct access via the
high-status north-west door from the hall.
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56

57

Figs. 56-59. The four corbel heads / upper bodies –
probably two female (56-57) and two male, with
beards, (58-59) images terminating the arch
responds at each end of the arcade. Fig. 56 may have
arms missing and may have been completed with
arms as fig. 57. Figs. 58-59 (below) are at the east
gable ‘low’ end, and 56-57 at the (high) dais end.
Comparable corbel heads (or busts - with upper
torso) are seen at Salisbury Cathedral along the
triforium at the choir / eastern end and date to about
1230, including the head of a king and queen (Henry
& Eleanor?), and at Wells cathedral. (Right described as being a Green Man). The iconography
and symbolism of the figures at Winchester appears
problematic, but these lively forms seem to originate
from Wells via Elias of Dereham. See note 40. Wells cathedral - Green Man corbel head c. 1220
Images © P. Burton.
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The Great Hall piers
The architecture and decoration of Winchester
Great Hall needs to be put into context with
comparative elite contemporary architecture
and sculpture in England and Wales; this would
include work at Wells Bishop’s Palace, Lincoln
and Salisbury cathedrals, the work of the
Marshals at Chepstow Great Tower, and
Clarendon Palace, all built or partly built in the
period 1200 - 1240.
Purbeck marble had become the decorative
stone of choice in the early 13th century. It is
found across the whole of the Isle of Purbeck,
Dorset. It was greatly in vogue during the Early
English period, (1180-1270), used mainly in
interiors or sheltered niches. Whilst its use was
ubiquitous in the the south-west of England
(there is more Purbeck marble in Salisbury
cathedral that in any other English building), it
travelled as far north as Lincoln, Beverley and
York and can be seen in the Galilee chapel at
Durham (built as early as 1170-76) and at
Auckland castle great hall;⁴² it was also used at
Canterbury cathedral. The marble was
employed for a variety of ornamental purposes, especially for delicately slender shafts
and colonnettes. It provided the facing material for nave and hall piers on a majestic scale,
as in Winchester castle and at St. Cross church
(1160s); Salisbury, Westminster Abbey, and
Exeter. Henry III used it extensively and lavishly
at Clarendon Palace and elsewhere.
The contrast between the aesthetic effects of
the polished and unpolished stone were well
understood. Unpolished it is slate grey. When
highly polished it becomes dark, slightly
mottled and near black. The contrast of colour
as well as surface texture was an effect deliberately sought by both patrons and builders,
and was especially effective against the limestone of the arcades and door and window
jambs at Winchester, for example. Regarding
the eight graceful Winchester piers, the cluster
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Fig. 60. Profile of the Winchester pier, from
Turner and Parker, 1851 176, with four of the
detached shafts nestled or edge-bedded. The
diameter of the pier is 4 ft (1.22m).

of shafts (eight, forming an
octafoil plan) are not all
integral with the cores, but
four are edge-bedded (or
nested) neatly into the
core (fig. 60), and stand
comparison to those
detached shafts around
the piers at St. Hugh’s
choir, Lincoln (1190s). The
slender monolithic shafts
include subtle brass rings
that cover the joints but
the core is made up from
sections with attached
shafts. The French cathedrals of a similar period,
Rheims and Chartres have
piers where all the shaft
clusters are attached, i.e.
integral with the cores.
Whilst at Winchester the
bases are circular; at Canterbury they were diagonal and at Salisbury, the
bases along the nave sit on
top of a continuous
plinth.⁴³
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Fig. 61. Winchester
hall pier. Height,
including base &
capital, 22ft (6.7m).
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Fig. 62. Winchester Great Hall. Looking from the dais toward the east. The twin-arched door is a
Victorian intervention and the east curtain wall was broken through to link up with the Law Courts.
The high gable-end triple lancet was always above the curtain-wall height (cf. fig. 26). Two of the
re-sited circular oculi removed when the gablets were taken down, are embedded in the south wall
(top right). Image © P. Burton. Inset: moulded bracket, part of the window jamb shafts of bay 2
(north and south), probably a lamp bracket.
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Winchester Great Hall -- Conclusion
Henry III was a king with a highly-developed
aesthetic sense, and a man in a hurry to gets
things done. Even in the middle of his abortive
campaign in Gascony of 1242-44 he had time to
send off one of his many writs with detailed
instructions for the completion of his new chapel
at Windsor and to remind his household steward
that he wanted the windows in the tower at
Nottingham castle to overlook the Trent valley
instead of facing the town.⁴⁴
From 1234, and in the course of the next 38 years,
he issued as many as 160 writs to constables,
sheriffs and others to expedite their work making
improvements to Winchester’s fabric and domestic comforts. At Winchester alone his personal
expenditure on buildings was upwards of £8,500,
making a total for his reign of about £10,000. The
hall remains a great monument to the enlightened patronage of the king and the imagination
and creativity of Elias and the king’s work’s
masons. The result is a fusion of poetry and
mathematics in stone; and within the Great Hall,
further embellishments were made by whitewashed /plastered walls, tiled floors, gilded heads
over the dais, a Mappa Mundi painted on the east
gable wall, and a Wheel of Fortune was painted
above the dais at the west gable, and like Clarendon, all sadly lost.

Henry III has been accused of extravagance
when it comes to his patronage of architecture
and the fine arts. However, art and architecture
was becoming a more important aspect of
diplomacy and an instrument of international
political power and prestige. But his passion for
architecture may have exposed some fault lines
in the exercise of his kingship. Building and
patronage of the arts appears to have been a
substitute for his perceived lack political will and
authority. His military campaigns seemed to be
half-hearted, lacking enthusiasm. And one gets
the impression he would rather not be
anywhere apart from with his devoted family
and wider trusted household enjoying the
pleasures of home life and planning his next
decorative scheme or artistic project.

Whilst aisled halls were established even before
the late-12th century (e.g. Clarendon, Henry II, a
four-bay hall completed by 1183), Winchester’s
aisled hall enjoyed a number of architecturally
innovative advances: a two-storey porch with
oratory; tall cusp-headed trefoil window lights
within gablets and oculi; transoms with fullyglazed windows; doors with segmental architraves
and vertical springers; ground-floor window seats;
decorative gablet colonnettes and possibly rotated
quadrilobe roundels in the gablet head; octafoil
marble piers with round bases; double-cube hall
space (imitating the Corfe ‘Gloriette’);⁴⁵ separation
of private residential space to a quadrilateral upper
court or donjon.

That should not imply his failure as a man.
Henry’s emotions were narrowly focused on the
happiness of his household and the many
individuals he came into contact with. He was
never more happier than in his pursuit of
beauty in all the forms of art. ‘He surrounded
and immersed himself with individual
craftsmen and artists of every kind. He was not
content with their remaining anonymous
members of a vast civil service; they were all
known to him by name, and with them, their
wives and families, he took the greatest care to
notice their private occasions of joy and sorrow’
(Harvey 1967, 94).
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Colvin noted: ‘He took refuge in those schemes
of building and decoration which have made his
reign as celebrated in the history of art as it is
inglorious in that of monarchy. To call him a
dilettante king would be to underrate the
seriousness of his military and political
ambitions, but it remains true to say that the only
campaign in which Henry knew how to succeed
was one of building, and that Westminster
Abbey is the truest memorial to a king who was
a better judge of sculpture and painting than he
was of politics and men’ (HKW, Vol. I 109).
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Winchester
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¹⁷

¹⁸
¹⁹

²⁰

²¹

²²

of kingship and Angevin legitimacy. The sculptures that
may have adorned either side of the Black Gate in the
niches might mark the beginning of Henry’s power
symbolism dressed up as art, the precursor to the
political interests of Kings Edward I and II. Henry’s
friend and brother-in-law, the Hohenstaufen Emperor
Frederick II, (d. 1250) who married Henry’s sister Isabel
in 1235, had similar tastes to Henry, and probably
introduced him into using architectural imagery to
further his political interests.
Colvin, 1963, Vol.1, 124-5, James, 1970, 69
As related by Harvey, 1967, p. 94, but source:
Matthew Paris, Chron. Maj. v (R.S), p. 475.
The remains of this curtain tower are now
entombed within the Crown Court Centre. In fact,
the east gable wall of the Great Hall is butted up
to the Crown Court building, and the two buildings
are linked by a large double-door through the
gable wall (fig. 62). The SE corner tower is probably
that drawn by Schellinks.
See Reeve & Thurlby, 2005, 168-185.
Jansen, V., 2002 provides an important discussion of
integrated quadrangular planning in England. See
also St. John Hope, W., Windsor Castle, An Architectural History 2 vols. (London, 1913). 1: 15-22 and pl.
13; 2: chs. 31-32, esp. 58, also Brindle, 2018, plans
6.1, and 7.3, plus pp. 50-53, 63-65. As for describing
the upper courtyard as a potential setting for a
‘gloriette’, Henry III was aware of the term as noted
by Ashbee in ‘Gloriette’ in Corfe Castle, Henry III Fine
Rolls Project, Fine of the Month for July 2011. (2011)
In 6 Henry III (1222) (Portal p. 9, primary source
unstated. But it is E101/491/13). Gerard le Mineur was
called to deal with some of the old foundations of the
earlier structure, and there is a direct payment to him,
namely: Gerardo le Mineur ad pergendum fundamentum nove herris et ad prosternandam unam partem
muri 60s. Gerard seems to dealing with some of the
very early sections of the old hall and hall structure.
Colvin (1971 138-9). These building accounts record
that the original hall in the bailey was demolished in
May 1222, and on pp. 128-9 adds that Haslebury
stone was purchased and delivered for the buttresses
for the new hall.
M. Wood, 1950, 29 suggests the original hall was a
late 11th-century structure of which some walling
remains and her n. 22 notes that in the Judges
quarters some 11th- and 12th-century work can be
seen via a trap-door in the basement.
For a discussion of first-floor halls see Hill & Gardiner
(2018) ‘The English Medieval First-Floor Hall: Part 1 –
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Scolland’s Hall, Richmond, North Yorkshire’, Archaeological Journal, 175:1, 157-183, & ‘The English Medieval First-Floor Hall: Part 2 – The Evidence from the
Eleventh to Early Thirteenth Century’, Archaeological
Journal, 175:2, 315-361. That is not to say that there
were no ground-floor halls built at this time; there
were many: William Rufus’s Westminster (1097-9),
episcopal Old Sarum, Sherborne and Wolvesey Palace
(1130s) (among others) are all late 11th-/early 12thcentury ground-floor halls. For a recent discussion of
ground-floor halls see: Impey, E., and McNeill, J., 2016,
101-132. King John was also building ground-floor
free-standing bailey halls in the early 13th century - e.g
Scarborough and Newcastle upon Tyne..
²³ Notwithstanding Elias’s involvement, the master
mason was Master Stephen. Henry of Cerne and
Alan of Hereford were the ‘Keepers of the Works’
- Colvin 1963, Vol. II, 858.
²⁴ It appears to be similar to the great hall built at the
Tower of London by Henry III at the same time as
Winchester. Its dimensions were 65ft x 58ft. See
Keevil 2000, pp. 96-8, and Thurley 1993 4-5. For
Tintagel see Batey 2020.
²⁵ Although the door was actually moved from bay
2 to bay 3 in 1789. The entrance / porch was then
greatly improved in 1845.
²⁶ In most hall windows of this type the transom was
used to divide a lower area with shutters and grilles
from a glazed fixed upper area, which may also have
shutters. Henry III may have been adding moveable
lower glass windows to be fixed in place when in
residence.
²⁷ CLR Henry III, vol I, 1226-40, 391
²⁸ CLR Henry III, vol. I, 1239, Nov. 24 from Clarendon,
a writ (membrane 24) ‘to install a chimney
(camino) in the king’s chamber above the porch
of the great hall’
²⁹ See Biddle & Clayre, 2000a, pp. 49-51
³⁰ Lists: the word was originally used to describe the
interval between two lines of concentric walls. See
H. Braun, 1948, pp. 68, 89, 96, 103.
³¹ A case can equally be made for modifications to
the roof and gablets made in 1348-49. See Biddle
2000b who states the case, pp. 76-78.
³² CLR, 37 Henry III, December 28th, 1258. ‘To widen
the door of the king’s hall for the entrance of carts’.
This may indicate that down-grading of the ceremonial Great Hall following the king and queen’s
removal to the residential Upper Bailey (or donjon)
where another hall had been built, had begun.
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³³ This implies the presence of a screens passage, or
cross-passage, the early history of which is a little
obscure. The earliest example might be Horton Court,
(Gloucs.) c. 1160 (Emery, 2007 29). At Winchester the
north and south doors are opposite. There is some
evidence in the form of what might be wall brackets to
secure a wooden screen over which a gallery may have
run. These moulded brackets, are more likely to have
been lamp holder brackets. See inset photo, fig. 62.
³⁴ Colvin 1963, vol. I, p. 124.
³⁵ North transept, Hereford cathedral, by Bishop
Peter of Aigueblanche, 1240-60. A nobleman from
Savoy, he came to England as part of the party
accompanying King Henry III’s bride Eleanor of
Provence, and was greatly favoured.
³⁶ All the interior doorways bar one have stiff-leaf
floriated stops to all the hood-moulds.
³⁷ See fig. 3, p. 60, Cook, Mynard and Rigold, 1969.
³⁸ The cusped heads of the twin trefoiled lights are an
advance over those at Canterbury which are plain,
and are similar to the slightly later Chepstow (1235+)
and Wells (1230-42) lights. Chepstow was influenced
by the royal works at Winchester, but was of an
equally high quality.
³⁹ The window seats at Chepstow and at Wells are on
the first floor.
⁴⁰ Canterbury Great Hall had single colonnettes.
⁴¹ The Winchester respond corbels are mentioned briefly in
Chepstow Castle, Its history and Buildings, ch. 10 (109112), by Nicola Coldstream and the late R. K. Morris. On
p. 109 they state: ‘… a motif found also at Winchester
castle hall, where two of the figured corbels that carry
the shafted responds of the arcades, hold objects in their
hands – a female figure holds sprays of foliage and a
bearded man holds a fish. The swathes of drapery round
these figures, and those of Gloucester [cathedral] give
them some stylistic affinity with the Chepstow
corbels’....[Similar examples appear at Llandaff cathedral,
c. 1220s, and all fitting into a regional context]. Whilst it
is true that these types of corbel are usually quite playful
(for example at Oakham great hall c. 1180s), Henry III is
more likely to have asked for something more profound,
and instructive, where a moral lesson could be learnt for
viewers to absorb (like the Wheel of Fortune, which
warns against taking issue with the king and the danger
of overreach). But other explanations are possible. One
might expect biblical figures or references but the man
with the beard seems to be holding two fictitious grotesque creatures, each with wings, feet, and snake-like
heads. These may relate to Greek mythology. There is a
myth about Hercules as a child being sent two snakes in
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order to kill him. Hercules, of course, kills the snakes
instead and is the beginning of his career as a powerful
warrior. Another possibility is that one of the figures is a
representation of Alexander the Great. It seems that
Henry III had a great interest in the heroics of Alexander.
See chapter on the art of Henry III in the exhibition
catalogue, The Age of Chivalry, Art in Plantagenet England, 1200-1400, (Alexander and Binski, 1987, 310).
Apparently Henry commissioned wall paintings of Alexander in several of his palaces including Clarendon (e.g.
in the Chamber of Alexander, mentioned in 1237). It is
also found in the Queen’s Chamber at Nottingham. A full
explanation of their iconography does require further
research. My thanks to Peter Burton.
⁴² Auckland, perhaps, uses Frosterly marble, the
northern equivalent to Purbeck.
⁴³ Clarendon and Oakham had simple circular arcade
columns and at Warnford Manor in Hampshire the
circular columns are of an exceptional height (24ft).
With the introduction of the Early English style there is
a change in the formulation towards clustered shafts
around a core column. At Auckland (by 1195) the piers
are quatrefoil, In the Bishop’s Hall, Lincoln (c. 1224) the
columns were circular with four small and four larger
shafts. So there appears to be a progression in design,
and Winchester may have been the first to have an
octafoil cluster of shafts on circular bases.
⁴⁴ Close Rolls 1242-7, pp 24, 39, 68
⁴⁵ See Reeve and Thurlby, 2005.
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Appendix A
Henry III’s inherited/built estate (based on Colvin (ed.) HKW Vol. 1, 112)
Royal castles and houses include those granted to the future Edward I in 1254 (marked in blue italics). *Buildings in
bold are sites where Henry III is known to have spent large sums on painting, artworks and religious artefacts.
Fig. 63. Plan of Clarendon Palace, Salisbury.
From Colvin, HKW, 1963. For a full
perspective reconstruction see James, T. B.,
& Robinson, A. M., 1988.

Royal Castles:
Bamburgh Castle
Beeston Castle
Bridgnorth Castle
Bristol Castle
Builth Castle
Cambridge Castle
Canterbury Castle
Carmarthen Castle
Cardigan Castle
Carlisle Castle
Chester Castle
Colchester Castle
Corfe Castle
Dublin Castle
Dyserth Castle - New build
Deganwy Castle - New build
Devizes Castle
Dorchester Castle
Dover Castle
Exeter Castle
Gloucester Castle
Grosmont Castle
Guildford Castle
Hadleigh Castle
Hereford Castle
Hertford Castle
Horston Castle
Lincoln Castle
Ludgershall Castle
Marlborough Castle*
Montgomery Castle - New
Newcastle-on-Tyne Castle
Northampton Castle*
Nottingham Castle*
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Norwich Castle
Orford Castle
Oxford Castle
Peak (Peveril)
Portchester Castle
Rochester Castle*
Rockingham Castle
Sauvey Castle
Salisbury Castle
Scarborough Castle
Sherborne Castle
Shotwick Castle
Shrewsbury Castle
Skenfrith Castle
Southampton Castle
Tickhill Castle
White Castle
Tower of London*
Winchester Castle*
Windsor Castle*
York Castle
The King’s Houses:
Bere Regis
Brigstock
Brill
Clarendon Palace*
Clipstone
Darnhall
Everswell*
Feckenham
Freemantle
Geddington*
Gillingham*
Havering*
Hodsock
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Westminster
Windsor Manor House
Writtle
Castles alienated by Henry III:
Berkhamsted
Camel
Ellesmere
Hastings
Kenilworth
Knaresborough
Lancaster
Launceston
Lydford
Newcastle under Lyme
Odiham
Painscastle
Pickering
Richmond
Shrawardine
Stretton
Wallingford
West Derby
Houses alienated by Henry III:
Kingshaugh
Kinver.
Royal Castles: 55
King’s Houses: 22
The following castles had large sums
spent both on their defence sand
residential accommodation:
Montgomery, Dover; York, Rochester,
Chester, Windsor, Winchester, Tower of
London; Nottingham; Marlborough; Bristol; Gloucester.
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